
Democracy & Bureaucracy
PLSC 258 PLSC 841 EP&E 3361

Yale University Spring 2021
Instructor: Ian Turner Course Day/time: Monday, 3:30-5:20pm (ET)
Office: https://yale.zoom.us/j/9362519263 Course location: Zoom
Office Hours: Tuesday 3:00-4:30pm (ET) Course website: canvas
E-mail: ian.turner@yale.edu OFFICE HOURS SIGN UP HERE

Course description
The so-called “fourth branch” – the federal bureaucracy – is responsible for upwards of 90% of
American ‘laws.’ Public agencies implement policies that impact virtually every aspect of American
life: from environmental protection to fuel standards to health care delivery to the allocation and
provision of government assistance, disaster relief, and social security. At some point, all citizens are
affected by the products of administrative action. The bureaucracy is where the often vague, inchoate
policy pronouncements from Congress take shape and are ultimately implemented. Moreover, nearly
15% of the U.S. workforce is employed by government agencies. In short, the importance of the
bureaucracy to American life is hard to overstate. Because of this, the role of the bureaucracy in
policy formulation and implementation processes poses interesting positive and normative questions
about the functioning of American political institutions, their effects on policy, and their capacity
to recognize, address, and solve public problems. Correspondingly, bureaucratic politics has been a
fertile area of research on American political institutions.

This seminar provides an overview of the literature on bureaucratic politics with an eye toward
understanding how a professional bureaucracy fits into modern conceptions of democratic gover-
nance. The goals of the seminar are to enable students to understand the role bureaucracy plays in
modern government by developing and implementing the policies that affect our lives, the different
aspects of bureaucracy and public administration that political scientists study, and the substantive
and methodological insights provided within the literature.

Prerequisites
You should have taken an introductory Political Science course, American politics or Comparative
politics being preferable, but not necessary. Since we will be reading published academic articles
that make extensive use of quantitative methods and formal theory (e.g. game theory) research
methods and/or game theory courses are a plus, BUT definitely not necessary to take this course.

1I have taken inspiration from syllabi used previously by Greg Huber (Yale), John Dearborn (Yale), Sandy Gordon
(NYU), Sean Gailmard (UC, Berkeley), Larry Rothenberg (Rochester), Mary Kroeger (Rochester), and Stu Jordan
(Rochester).
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Course materials
All readings for this course are either available online or will be made available on Canvas. It
might also be useful to read current events that are geared toward bureaucratic actions, or how other
branches are currently interacting with the American bureaucracy. A very good site to begin for
keeping up-to-date on these issues is ‘The Regulatory Review’: https://www.theregreview.org/.
Also, the Yale Journal on Regulation hosts an interesting blog, “Notice & Comment,” that often
includes articles relevant to topics we are studying: http://yalejreg.com/nc/.

Course requirements
The course is broken down into several subcomponents for evaluation purposes. They are described,
along with their weights for grading, in what follows.

Participation: 15%. I expect you to have done the readings (and I reserve the right to use “pop
quizzes” that will count toward your participation grade to ‘check’ whether the readings are being
done), have thought about them, and come prepared with questions and/or comments. Attendance
is necessary, but not sufficient, to receive full credit for participation.

Weekly reading engagement: 25%. There are two (2) components to this: (a) reading responses
and (b) questions of interest. The purpose of reading responses is to critically analyze at least two of
the readings from a chosen week and engage with the material in light of the themes of the course,
past class discussions, and previous reading. Reading responses should be roughly 2-3 pages, 12pt
font, and double-spaced (I also prefer that you upload PDFs rather than .docx files). The purpose of
weekly questions of interest is for each student to submit 2-3 questions that they have after having
done the readings for that week. These can be about any aspect of the readings and are simply meant
to provide an outlet for students to signal to me what they found most interesting about the readings
and what sorts of further considerations they provoked. You will do either a reading response or
submit questions of interest each week (not counting week 1). Each student will be allowed 2 weeks
where they do neither one, no questions asked. (Of course, if you need more flexibility for other
reasons please reach out to me and I will do my best to work with you or, if you would rather, your
dean who can then issue a Dean’s excuse.)

These exercises are meant to facilitate topical discussions. The reading response should not just
be a summary. Rather, it should (1) relate a theoretical or analytical perspective to the substantive
topic of discussion or (2) address a perceived deficiency in the author’s own interpretation of the
facts covered in a reading or (3) advance and argue for the importance of a question that was not
addressed in the reading(s) but you think is pertinent to the general topic of the class. The questions
should be focused on issues that you think would make for an interesting in-class discussion given
your reading of the articles/books that week.

Undergraduate students will submit 5 4 reading responses. There are dates in the course outline
upon which response 1-5 4 are due. That does not mean, however, you need to wait until the listed
deadline. You could do a response for 5 4 consecutive weeks, for instance, and be done for the
semester. This means that other than those 5 4 weeks (and the 2 weeks off, should you choose to
exercise them) you should be submitting questions of interest. Reading responses and questions
of interest are due by 5pm on the day before class each week.
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Note: Graduate students will write 8 response papers instead of 5 4.

Agency blog: 30%. Each student will be assigned an agency in the US federal bureaucracy.
Throughout the semester the class will work together on a course blog to share factual informa-
tion about different federal agencies within the US government. The information compiled will
relate to different aspects of the course material and allow all of us to gain deeper insight into spe-
cific agencies, which we can then tie to the topical readings to further think about the nuts and bolts
of the US administrative structure. This assignment, conducted over the course of the semester in
parts, is meant to be creative and allow for flexibility in presentation using both a variety of source
materials and media. The details will be discussed further in class, but some topics may include the
leadership structure of the agency and personnel details, a legislative history of how and why the
agency was created (as well as any changes to the agency over time), the nature and evolution of the
agency’s policy jurisdiction(s), and analysis of an agency rule currently under consideration.

Final exam: 30%. The final exam will be a take-home, open-book essay exam where you will
write one or two essays from a set of prompts related to course material. Prompts will be distributed
prior to the last class meeting and essays are due by the end of finals period.

Graduate students enrolled in the course will write either a research design or analytical literature
review. Research designs identify a research question related to the course material, summarizes the
relevant literature, and lays out a theory (original or from previous work) and empirical design (if
applicable). Analytical literature reviews identify a question in bureaucratic politics and summarize
the relevant literature systematically. More detailed guidance will come from talking with me.
To summarize, your grade is based on the following weighted components.

Undergraduate grading
Assignment Weight
Participation 15%
Weekly reading engagement 25%
Agency blog 30%
Final exam 30%
Total 100%

Graduate grading
Assignment Weight
Participation 15%
Weekly reading engagement 25%
Agency blog 30%
Research design/Analytical lit review 30%
Total 100%

The grading scale is standard, and based on your performance on each component of the course:

Score Grade Score Grade Score Grade Score Grade
≥ 93 A ≥ 83 B ≥ 73 C ≥ 63 D
≥ 90 A- ≥ 80 B- ≥ 70 C- ≥ 60 D-
≥ 87 B+ ≥ 77 C+ ≥ 67 D+ < 60 F

(Grad student grades follow the standard Yale scale.)
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Students with disabilities
I am happy to accommodate students with disabilities. Requests go through the Yale University
Resource Office on Disabilities. If you feel you need accommodation please contact the Resource
Office on Disabilities. Information, including for making contact, can be found at their website.

Academic integrity
The strength of the university depends on academic and personal integrity. In this course, you must
be honest and truthful. Plagiarism is the use of someone else’s work, words, or ideas as if they were
your own. Here are three reasons not to do it:

• By far the deepest consequence to plagiarizing is the detriment to your intellectual and moral
development: you won’t learn anything, and your ethics will be corrupted.

• Giving credit where it’s due but adding your own reflection will get you higher grades than
putting your name on someone else’s work. In an academic context, it counts more to show
your ideas in conversation than to try to present them as sui generis.

• Finally, Yale punishes academic dishonesty severely. The most common penalty is suspension
from the university, but students caught plagiarizing are also subject to lowered or failing
grades as well as the possibility of expulsion. Please be sure to review Yale’s Academic
Integrity Policy (available in the Student Handbook).

You can also find Definitions of Plagiarism, Cheating, and Documentation of Sources here. The
Yale Writing Center also offers guidance on making sure that you avoid academic dishonesty. More
information can be found at their website.

Schedule & readings
Note: I may alter the syllabus as needed, but won’t spring changes on you without notice.

Week 1. Introduction & Logistics
February 1st:

Useful background reading:

• Wilson, Woodrow. 1887. “The Study of Administration.” Political Science Quarterly

• Simon, Herbert A. 1976. Administrative Behavior. New York, NY: The Free Press. Ch. 1 & 2

• Moe, Terry. 1984. “The New Economics of Organization.” American Journal of Political
Science 28: 739–777

Useful overviews of some course topics:

• Gailmard, Sean and John W. Patty. 2012. “Formal Models of Bureaucracy.” Annual Review of
Political Science 15: 353–377.

• Miller, Gary J. “The Political Evolution of Principal-Agent Models.” Annual Review of Polit-
ical Science 8: 203–225.
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• Pepinsky, Thomas B., Jan H. Pierskalla, and Audrey Sacks. 2017. “Bureaucracy and Service
Delivery.” Annual Review of Political Science 20.

• Yackee, Susan Webb. 2019. “The Politics of Rulemaking in the United States.” Annual Review
of Political Science 22.

Week 2. A little normative motivation
February 8th:

• Madison and Hamilton, 1788. The Federalist Papers #48, #51, #70

• Chs. 1 (can skim Ch. 2 if you want): Meier, Kenneth J. and Laurence J. O’Toole Jr. 2006.
Bureaucracy in a Democratic State: A Governance Perspective. Johns Hopkins University
Press.

• Mashaw. 1985. “Prodelegation: Why Administrators Should Make Political Decisions.” Jour-
nal of Law, Economics, & Organization 1(1): 81.

• Lowi, Theodore. 1987 “Two Roads to Serfdom” American University Law Review

Recommended:

• Weber, Max. 1946. “Bureaucracy.” In, Essays in Sociology. Edited by H.H. Gerth and C.
Wright Mills. New York, NY.

Week 3. Delegation I
February 15th:

• Chs. 1 & 2: Huber and Shipan. 2002. Deliberate Discretion. Cambridge University Press

• Chs. 1 & 2: Epstein, David and Sharyn O’Halloran. Delegating Powers. Cambridge Univer-
sity Press.

Week 4. NO CLASS - SCHEDULED BREAK DAY
February 22nd

Week 5. Delegation II
March 1st: First blog post should be up now

• Craig Volden. 2002. “Delegating Power to Bureaucracies: Evidence from the States.” Journal
of Law, Economics, and Organization 18(1): 187–220.

• Kogan, Vlad. 2017. “Administrative Centralization and Bureaucratic Responsiveness: Evi-
dence from the Food Stamp Program.” Journal of Public Administration Research and Theory
4(1): 629–646.

• DON’T WORRY ABOUT THE MATH, JUST TRY TO FOLLOW THE LOGIC! Turner,
Ian R. 2019. “Political Agency, Oversight, and Bias: The Instrumental Value of Politicized
Policymaking.” Journal of Law, Economics, & Organization
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Week 6. Bureaucratic structure I
March 8th: Reading response 1 due

• McNollgast. 1987. “Administrative Procedures as Instruments of Political Control.” Journal
of Law, Economics, & Organization 3(2): 243–277.

• [SKIM] Moe, Terry. 1989. “The Politics of Bureaucratic Structure.” In Can Government
Govern?” (Chubb and Peterson, eds.) The Brookings Institution Press. Pgs. 267–329.

• Ch. 1: Zegart, Amy B. 1999. Flawed by Design: The Evolution of the CIA, JCS, and NSC.
Stanford University Press.

• [SKIM] Bawn, Kathleen. 1995. “Political Control versus Expertise: Congressional Choices
about Administrative Procedures” American Political Science Review 89(1): 62–73.

Week 7. Bureaucratic structure II: Civil service
March 15th:

• Chs. 3 and 6: Skowronek, Stephen. Building a New American State: The Expansion of
National Administrative Capacities, 1877–1920. Cambridge University Press.

• Ch. 4: Gailmard, Sean and John W. Patty. Learning While Governing: Expertise and Ac-
countability in the Executive Branch. University of Chicago Press.

• Ujhelyi, Gergely. 2014. “Civil Service Rules and Policy Choices: Evidence from US State
Governments.” American Economic Journal: Economic Policy 6(2): 338–380.

• [OPTIONAL SKIM] Ting, Michael M., James M. Snyder, Shigeo Hirano, and Olle Folke.
2013. “Elections and Reform: The Adoption of Civil Service in the US States.” Journal of
Theoretical Politics 25(3): 363–387.

Week 8. Appointment processes
March 22nd: Reading response 2 due

• Chs. 3-5: Lewis, David E. 2008. The Politics of Presidential Appointments

• Kinane, Christina M. 2020. “Control without Confirmation: The Politics of Vacancies in
Presidential Appointments.” American Political Science Review

Week 9. Bureaucratic resistance
March 29:

• Nou, Jennifer. 2016. “Bureaucratic Resistance from Below” (blog post). Link: https://www.
yalejreg.com/nc/bureaucratic-resistance-from-below-by-jennifer-nou/.

• Nou, Jennifer. 2017. “Taming the Shallow State.” (blog post). Link: https://www.yalejreg.
com/nc/taming-the-shallow-state-by-jennifer-nou/

• Nou, Jennifer. 2019., “Civil Servant Disobedience.” Chicago-Kent Law Review. Link: https://
heinonline.org/HOL/Page?collection=journals&handle=hein.journals/chknt94&id=369&
men tab=srchresults
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• Acs, Alex. 2020. “Presidential directives in a resistant bureaucracy.” Journal of Public
Policy. Link: https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/journal-of-public-policy/article/
presidential-directives-in-a-resistant-bureaucracy/A2FA2AE6E77A092423DBF99FAEDDE09F

Week 10. Bureaucratic motivation
April 5th:

• Chs. 1, 2, and 3: Golden, Marissa Martino. What Motivates Bureaucrats? Politics and
Administration During the Reagan Years. Columbia University Press.

• Preface/Intro and Ch. 2: Zacka, Bernardo. 2017. When the State Meets the Street: Public
Service and Moral Agency. Belknap Press.

• [OPTIONAL SKIM] Bhavnani, Rikhil R. and Alexander Lee. 2018. “Local Embeddedness
and Bureaucratic Performance: Evidence from India” Journal of Politics 80(1): 71–87.

Week 11. Rulemaking
April 12th: Reading response 3 due

• Browse this website for information on public comments: Public Comment Project

• Chs. 1-3 (skim 1 & 2): Potter, Rachel Augustine. 2019. Bending the Rules: Procedural
Politicking in the Bureaucracy. University of Chicago Press.

• Potter, Rachel Augustine. “Slow-Rolling, Fast-Tracking, and the Pace of Bureaucratic Deci-
sions in Rulemaking.” Journal of Politics 79(3): 841-855.

• [OPTIONAL SKIM] Yackee, Susan Webb. 2019. “The Politics of Rulemaking in the United
States.” Annual Review of Political Science 22.

• [OPTIONAL SKIM] Shapiro, Stuart. 2011. “OIRA INSIDE AND OUT” Administrative Law
Review 63: 135–147.

Week 12. Bureaucratic oversight
April 19th: Second blog post (legislative history) should be up

• Kroeger, Mary. 2018. “Bureaucrats Writing Bills” Working paper. https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1t c8WZcDw7H70x6wMvYvVt38HhuNDUPW/view.

• Lowande, Kenneth. 2018. “Who Polices the Administrative State?” American Political Sci-
ence Review 112(4): 874–890.

• Bolton, Alexander, Rachel Augustine Potter, and Sharece Thrower. 2016. “Organizational
Capacity, Regulatory Review, and the Limits of Political Control” Journal of Law, Economics,
& Organization 32(2): 242–271.

• [OPTIONAL SKIM] Shipan, Charles R. 2004. “Regulatory Regimes, Agency Actions, and
the Conditional Nature of Congressional Influence.” American Political Science Review 98(3):
467–480.
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• [OPTIONAL SKIM] Patty, John W. and Ian R. Turner. 2019. “Ex Post Review and Expert
Policymaking: When Does Oversight Reduce Accountability?” Journal of Politics https://
www.dropbox.com/s/awdivxlgma2eubt/PattyTurner-JOP-final-online.pdf?dl=0.

Week 13. Regulatory capture
April 26th:

• Posner, Richard. “The Concept of Regulatory Capture: A Short, Inglorious History.” In Pre-
venting Regulatory Capture: Special Interest Influence and How to Limit It. Edited by Daniel
Carpenter and David Moss.

• Carpenter, Daniel. 2004. “Protection Without Capture” American Political Science Review
98(4): 613–631.

• Carrigan, Christopher. “Captured by Disaster? Reinterpreting Regulatory Behavior in the
Shadow of the Gulf Oil Spill.” In Preventing Regulatory Capture: Special Interest Influence
and How to Limit It. Edited by Daniel Carpenter and David Moss.

• [OPTIONAL SKIM] Gordon, Sanford and Catherine Hafer. 2005. “Flexing Muscle: Corpo-
rate Political Expenditures as Signals to the Bureaucracy” American Political Science Review
99(2): 245–261.

Week 14. NO CLASS: Time to work on final essay(s)
May 3rd: Reading response 4 due AND Final blog post (rulemaking exercise) should be up

Here are some extra readings on bureaucracy and development focused on cases outside of
the United States in case you are interested!

• Huber and McCarty. “Bureaucratic Capacity, Delegation, and Political Reform.” American
Political Science Review 98(3): 481–494.

• Gulzar, Saad and Benjamin J. Pasquale. 2017. “Politicians, Bureaucrats, and Development:
Evidence from India” American Political Science Review 111(1): 162–183.

• Raffler, Pia. 2019. “Does Political Oversight of the Bureaucracy Increase Accountability?
Field Experimental Evidence from an Electoral Autocracy” Working paper. http://piaraffler.
com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Raffler Political-Oversight June2019.pdf.

• Rasul, Imran, Daniel Rogger, and Martin Williams. 2019. “Management and Bureaucratic
Effectiveness: Evidence from the Ghanaian Civil Service” Working paper. https://bit.ly/
2IKaIYZ.

FINAL EXAM DETAILS:
Final Exam Due: May 19th, 5:00pm

• Exam must be uploaded to Canvas by 5:00pm on May 19th in PDF format
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